Resuscitating Erin Brockovich After the BP Oil Spill: Carving Out an Exception to the Class Action Fairness Act for Environmental Disaster Suits

Drew Cohen*

W hen President George W. Bush pushed the Class Action Fairness Act ("CAFA") through Congress in 2005, environmentalists lamented the demise of one of the last robust incentives for energy companies to develop meaningful safeguards against environmental disasters. At the time the bill was passed, one headline presciently read, “Erin Brockovich, drop dead,” while another referred to it as the “Class Action-Unfairness” Act.

In recent months, President Barack Obama and Congress have been roundly criticized for their lackluster response to the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion in the Gulf of Mexico that triggered one of the worst environmental disasters in U.S. history. Gulf residents, meanwhile, have brought well over 200 lawsuits related to the April 20 oil spill. Many of them were class action suits that were required, pursuant to CAFA, to be filed in federal district courts. Instead of waiting years for claims to be processed in federal courts, Congress should revisit CAFA and create an exemption for environmental disaster class actions. Doing so will speed current recovery efforts in Gulf communities, further incentivize companies to develop comprehensive contingency plans for hazardous activities, and mitigate future damages in environmental catastrophes.

A CAFA Flashback

CAFA, one of the Bush administration’s prized legislative victories for large corporations, effectively stripped state courts of jurisdiction to hear multistate class action suits. It did so by providing federal district courts with original jurisdiction in class action cases where the amount in controversy exceeds $5 million and “in which any member of a class of plaintiffs is a citizen of a State different from any defendant.”

Congress’ motivation for passing CAFA was a perceived culture of plaintiff-oriented bias in state courts, whose judges routinely awarded victims maligned by corporate malfeasance millions of dollars in damages. Proponents argued that the bill could cut down on the so-called practice of “forum shopping” whereby plaintiffs’ lawyers sought out state judges sympathetic to local interests in hopes of recovering larger
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settlements (known as “magnet venues”). Madison County, Illinois, where hundreds of nationwide class action lawsuits were pending at the time the legislation was passed, was routinely cited as the magnet venue (or, as others less endearingly called it: a “judicial hellhole”) that epitomized a judicial system run amok. Federal judges, the argument continued, had greater resources to deal with large class action suits and were better positioned to assess equitable, unbiased remedies.

Critics of the bill countered that the judicial hellhole argument was greatly exaggerated and lacked empirical evidence. Moreover, states were already taking steps to curb abuses that did exist. Instead of allowing states to self correct for whatever problems existed, CAFA overcorrected them. In the process it obstructed state laws, diminished states’ rights, limited corporations’ liabilities and created formidable obstacles for harmed individuals to recover. In sum, critics argued, “although the Act [had] seemingly noble purposes behind it and, at least in some instances, [was] undoubtedly driven by valid concerns about the modern state of class action litigation, the remedy contained in the legislation [was] more severe than the disease.”

A Whale-Size Impact on Environmental Disaster Class Actions

After CAFA was signed into law in 2005, almost every claim related to an environmental disaster was filed in federal court. In most instances, cost structures inhibit individual filings in state court because defendants in environmental cases usually cause a small amount of harm to a large number of people. Even if a plaintiff mustered the gumption to go it alone and file an individual claim, she would still encounter a number of obstacles. Private attorneys are usually reluctant to sign onto cases with cost-benefit ratios and success rates that are tantamount to career suicide. In the mass tort context, class actions provide a cost effective means for individual victims to recover not only is the litigation complex due to a myriad of overlapping federal and state laws that govern liability in environmental calamities, but the opposing side is usually a well funded corporation with a compelling incentive to win the first round of cases. By staunching the first wave of suits, the defendant-corporation can discourage subsequent plaintiffs from bringing similar suits. As a result, aggregating claims into a single class is the only cost effective means of ensuring that those harmed by environmental disasters, like the Gulf Coast fishermen, have their day in court.

Yet with any environmental disaster, time is of the essence. With each passing month, reports of Gulf fishermen filing for bankruptcy, marina owners shuttering their doors, and cleanup efforts stalling for lack of funds continue to surface. In July, which is usually the peak of tourism in many Gulf beach towns, some hotels in the region were reporting only forty percent occupancy rates. Federal courts, whose dockets are already largely overburdened, lack the capacity to expeditiously settle disputes. As a result, cases languish for years. In state courts, where the vast majority of U.S. civil suits are filed, cases tend to settle much more quickly; usually through default judgments and pretrial settlements. Moreover, when conflicts of interest do arise in environmental cases, the larger pool of judges in state courts makes them better positioned to handle multiple recusals. For example, a “major” global warming case before the federal appeals court in New Orleans was delayed because eight out of sixteen judges had to recuse themselves for various reasons. Recusals by federal judges are already threaten-
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ing to thwart litigation efforts related to the BP oil spill; at least seven federal judges in New Orleans have recused themselves, citing conflicts of interest, such as holding BP stock. This has left only a few federal judges eligible to adjudicate ongoing cases.

By funneling multistate environmental class action suits into federal court, CAFA has made it far more expensive, burdensome, and time consuming for Gulf state residents to recover damages from the oil spill. The cost of spending years in federal court may deter many from filing claims against BP at all.

Why Only Environmental Class Actions?

One might inquire as to why environmental class actions should be afforded special status under CAFA in the first place. Are not all injured class plaintiffs, such as those involved in antitrust, securities fraud, employment discrimination, product liability, or any other common type of class action, entitled to as speedy a judgment as possible?

What makes environmental class actions unique from other types of class litigation is the breadth and depth of the injured class. When an environmental disaster occurs, it tends to indiscriminately impact large, geographically concentrated groups of people, paralyzing entire towns, counties, and states for years or even decades.

The injuries suffered in communities impacted by environmental calamities take on a variety of different forms. The paralysis could be primarily economic, as in the recent Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf that eviscerated businesses across every major industry in the region. The debilitating effect may also manifest itself through deaths and physical destruction to a community. In the infamous Buffalo Creek disaster in West Virginia, 125 people from sixteen small communities were killed after a coal company’s negligently designed impoundment dam gave way during heavy storms. Another 4,000 were left homeless and many survivors were ultimately forced to relocate.

Finally, the disaster may result in long lasting psychological damage. After the Exxon Valdez ran aground in the Prince William Sound, one study found that the oil spill had a profound negative impact on “social relations, traditional subsistence activities, the prevalence of psychiatric disorders, community perceptions of alcohol and drug abuse and domestic violence, and physical health of Alaskan Native and non-Native residents of the affected communities.”

While other types of class action lawsuits impact individuals with similar socioeconomic or pathologic backgrounds, they mostly affect geographically disparate groups of individuals. When Toyota recently discovered that many of its vehicles accelerated uncontrollably, leading to millions of recalls and a number of class action lawsuits, the costs (anxiety, money, and death) were spread out across the entire country. Indeed many individuals were severely harmed in some capacity by the faulty accelerators, but no single community suffered a debilitating number of injuries so as to threaten a system-wide shutdown of the local economy. Unfortunately, this is usually not the case with environmental disasters.

As a result, environmental class actions take on a different meaning from many other types of class suits. Not only do they have the potential to provide individual monetary relief and stem long lasting psychological damage, but they also have the potential to reignite devastated local economies. In order to do so effectively, environmental class actions cannot be relegated to overburdened federal courts, which take years, and in many instances decades, to render judgments. Twenty years after the Exxon Valdez ran aground, coastal residents in affected communities are still fighting for full recovery. The country can ill afford to have a similar situation play out in the Gulf where damages are already projected to greatly exceed those of the Exxon Valdez spill. Congress can easily play a meaningful role in speeding recovery efforts in local communities maligned by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill by creating an exception to CAFA for environmental class actions. By allowing such cases to be filed in state courts, government officials can take the first of many steps to revive Ms. Brockovich’s legacy.
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